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Michael quickly rubbed his eyes in a state of sleepiness before he rose to look at
Sophia’s results.

She was in charge of browsing through Twitter and some forums. After she
searched the keywords in Twitter and scrolled through hundreds of posts, she
finally discovered some of the trails that Cooper left behind—it was a picture that
was posted two days ago when a female tourist took a selfie with a selfie stick at
the film studio.

In the picture, the pretty lady had revealed half of her face while dedicating most
of the space to a man behind her who wore a black coat. Although only half of his
face with an indifferent expression was also revealed, Sophia could immediately
tell that he was Cooper right away.

The lady uploaded the picture onto Twitter and wrote a post that included the
keywords that Sophia searched for—‘xx film studio’. Her original post was ‘At XX
film studio, when I was taking a selfie, I found a handsome man. *shy emoji* I
think he might be one of the actors. Does anyone know who this handsome lad
is? Please let me know his name and Twitter handle!’

Obviously, when she took a selfie, an unaware Cooper had barged into the
camera. She quietly took a picture of him and uploaded it on Twitter under the
pretext of a selfie.

Even though only half of his face was shown, the quality of the picture was rather
clear as a result of his close distance to her.



That is Cooper! Michael now looked at the three musketeers in a different light.
Their idea actually worked! I can’t believe that they managed to find him!

Sophia immediately called Sean and Stanley over. When they realized that they
finally found another picture of Cooper, they were over the moon for a while
before discussing how to look for him in person.

Upon looking at the female tourist’s post, she realized that her followers left a few
comments there. ‘Girl, why don’t you tag a few official accounts so that they will
retweet this for you? With more people helping you, you can definitely find him.
Even though it’s not very likely that the official accounts will be of assistance, it’s
still worth a shot to tag a few of them.’

‘Here, I’ll tag both of them for you. My idols are filming there too. Taylor Murray.
Ethan Winston.’

Upon seeing the female tourist’s interaction with her followers, Sophia suddenly
had a bold idea—to ‘accidentally’ make Cooper famous on the Internet so that
everyone would be on the lookout for him.

On top of that, it was an easy plan to execute since there were people with
millions of followers on Twitter around her.

Late at night, Harry, who was fast asleep, was suddenly woken up by Michael.

With a dazed expression, he looked at Michael with bloodshot eyes. “Bro, have
you gone bananas? Why are you waking me up in the middle of the night?”

Michael stood at Harry’s doorway with a phone in his hands. “Get up to post
something on Twitter.”

Harry asked, “What?”

Taking out his phone, he saw that Michael had retweeted a fan’s Twitter post.
Basically, one of their fans spotted a handsome man in the film studio and



secretly took a picture of him. Then, she uploaded it on Twitter to ask for the
netizens’ help to look for him.

“Gosh, I didn’t know that you’re such a kind-hearted person to look for your fan’s
crush.” While teasing Michael, Harry retweeted the post as well and looked at the
handsome man before adopting a serious expression the moment he saw the
picture. “The f*ck, you could even find that! What the f*ck! What are you planning
to do? OMG, you even thought of that?!”

After Michael and Harry retweeted the post, their action had created a huge
effect on the Internet. Considering that they had a large fanbase, the total
number of fans for the both of them could easily reach up to 100 million. On top
of that, Cooper was a handsome person, much more than the young actors and
the Internet celebrities. In an instant, the few tweets were retweeted over tens of
thousands of times. The only people that the film studio did not lack were
celebrities since they had a great influence. Once they had shared the post,
Michael and Harry messaged some of their colleagues to retweet the same
tweet. Within a day, half of the entertainment industry retweeted the picture of
Cooper to search for him.

Cooper had become an Internet sensation in two days. Not only did every
celebrity in Cethos knew about Cooper, but even their fans were aware of him.

It was true that when more people helped, more power would come. Many
netizens constantly updated the Internet with the latest news about Cooper.

Sophia, Sean, and Stanley stayed in the hotel to gather the replies that they
received on the Internet. Even Michael sent those whom he could think of to help
the three of them out.

Account A: ‘Is this the man whom you are looking for? Two days ago, I was
eating in a restaurant located at the ancient part of the film studio and he sat right
across me, deep in his thoughts. He merely sat there without moving and didn’t
even eat the food that he ordered. What a melancholic man. This is a picture that
I’ve secretly taken. I hope he won’t kill me after seeing this.’



Account B: ‘Wow! So, I’m not the only person who saw him! Four days ago, at
the South Game, I saw him in a convenience store. It was a late, rainy night. He
immediately left after purchasing an umbrella. At that time, he was standing
beside me and my gosh, he’s really handsome! His eyes had the color of sky
blue! I was totally stunned, but unfortunately, I don’t have any pictures.’

Account C: ‘Four days ago, in a pub at the first street of the film studio, I saw him.
He left a deep impression on me, but I didn’t take any pictures because the
lighting was too dim.’

Account D: ‘I also took a picture of him! He was wearing the black coat that he
bought at a clothes store at the North Entrance. I was also buying some clothes
at that time and secretly took a picture of him from my changing room. Please
show yourself, handsome man! Would an entertainment agency quickly sign him
up as a celebrity? I want to see him on TV!’

In merely two days, Sean had received dozens of pictures of Cooper that tourists
around the film studio accidentally took.

They took the pictures and visited the restaurant, convenience store, pub, and
clothing store that the netizens mentioned. After asking the store owners and
showing pictures that were almost two decades old, they received a positive
confirmation.

The store owners had all seen Cooper—the man in the picture. Even though the
pictures were close to two decades old, he hadn’t changed much in terms of
looks.

After the three musketeers analyzed Cooper’s pictures and discovered the
places that he had visited, many of it were the same spots that he visited two
decades ago. Sure enough, he was there to reminisce about his past with
Annabel.



When he learned that Cooper was still alive, Sean was so moved that tears
welled up in his eyes. The greatest treasure of the Mitchell Family is going to
return soon!

On the film set of ‘War Dragon’, Michael started to scroll through Twitter after he
finished filming. Under his retweet, he saw tens of thousands of comments with
many of them containing useful information.

Once the netizens saw beneficial information, they would click the ‘like’ button.
When there were more likes attached to the tweet, it would be at the top of the
timeline.

He didn’t even have to search for it to obtain the latest news of Cooper.

While reading through the comments, Michael was also impressed by the
people’s power; it was much simpler and more efficient than him searching for
Cooper himself. In just two days, everyone knew Cooper’s face.

Meanwhile, the filming crew were filming the female lead’s last scenes. Once the
particular scene was done, Nicole would have finished with all of her movie
scenes.

In the final scene, after the male and female lead had saved the people whom
they wanted to save, they bade farewell to each other. At the last cut, she would
turn and walk away without an ending for both of them, leaving a room for the
audience to imagine the ending.

Toward the end, Nicole brought her sister into the car and slowly walked away
from the camera.

“Cut! Perfect!”

When Nicole finally finished all of her parts in the movie, applause rang around
the entire film set. With that, her tensed nerves finally relaxed. Just as she was



about to thank everyone, she wobbled and fainted as soon as she raised her
hands.

……

‘The man whom you guys are looking for is here! It’s 2.23PM now. He’s at the
modern area of the film studio—Street No. 82! He’s taking a picture in front of the
masonry bridge. Quickly come here!’


